Re: SCE&G rate request

SCE&G makes so much electricity here that the company sells our Columbia, S.C. electricity to other states. That is one reason we should not give them more money. Why should we endure their environmental short falls? Lake Murray has so much of their chemical waste from the coal driven plant at the damm. Every fish is contaminated. Not to mention our water and land.

How could you let them charge more money to us? They are not the only electricity and gas company who could supply us with the same products. You have created a monster and let it grow in our pocketbooks. Why can they not suffer their own cost? We who live here, have watched their company grow into a giant with no contest. There is a law about not letting one company control the market.

We are embarrassed and lied to by our state government in its' high political nonsense. Why should you embarrass us into thinking we owe money to SCE&G other than our power bills?

Melva Sue Kettering